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- Step-by-Step Photo Guide
- Detailed Worksheet

See 1 minute video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_CoTKKIQSU
MOUSE WITH WHISKERS LOOKS MORE NATURAL!

BACK BELLY OF MOUSE WITH MARBLE
MARBLE MOUSE

A truly marvellous mouse. Esther of Play Rights, Hong Kong presented it to me.

1. First copy the stencil of the rat on a thin card sheet. Cut the mouse along the outline with a scissors. Using a sharp knife or a blade remove the 2 ovals and 1 ellipse.

2. Cut 4 thin slits. Fold the model along the dotted lines. Now insert the lugs into the slits (you can also stick them), to give the mouse its 3-D shape.

3. Next insert a marble through the elliptical hole in the stomach of the mouse.

4. The mouse is now all ready to roll.

5. Place the mouse on a file cover and it will start rolling. You can make the mouse go round and round in circles.
To make six Marble-Mice, take a print-out on a A4 size THICK card-sheet.

2. Mouse insert a Marble in its elliptical base.
3. Insert lugs in slits. After assembling, cut along outline. Fold as shown.

Note:

*Template for making 6 Marble-Mice*